
SANITY ON THE BASIS OF SEMANTICAL

General semantics is a self-improvement and therapy program begun in the s that seeks In Science and Sanity, general
semantics is presented as both a theoretical and a practical system whose adoption According to the memory-prediction
model for intelligence, if the stored representations resolve the arriving.

Consequently their results are unpredictable and disasters follow. Semantics involves the study of language '
meanings. Again, you escape identification by your indexed awareness that Annathis term, this course is
different from Annathat term, that course. In investigating the problems of 'human nature', he found it
unavoidable to revise the old notions about humans, derived from primitives and codified by the ancient
Greeks, and made a new, functional definition of 'man' from an engineering, historical, and epistemological
point of view, with far-reaching implications. While the objective world is constantly shifting, the "verbal
world" which we can call the world of cultural production - of the uniquely human world of fabrication, tool
use, etc can shift and remain the same. We view General Semantics as an interesting and provocative tradition
of intellectual pursuit that, within a specific historical and cultural environment, confronted many new social,
political, and economic conditions that remain of central concern to the discipline of Communication to this
day. Presuming that others have done the same, it will be much easier to find agreement between the shared
experiences of individuals. Senate Naval Affairs Committee discussed the new methods in connection with: a
the problem of national scientific research; b a scientific evaluation of the merger of the War and Navy
departments; and c the training of naval officers, wherein Capt. The premises of the non-aristotelian system
can be given by the simple analogy of the relation of a map to the territory: A map is not the territory. These
ideas are central to some of the other critical moves made by General Semantics with regard to "meaning:"
that meaning is inseparable from difference as opposed to identity , movement as opposed to stability , and
singularity as opposed to some thing's classificatory properties. Systems of control, institutions and
organizations of management, offices of research and propaganda, newspapers and radios all began to
mediate, with greater reach, not simply the frequency and intensity of human conflicts, but their quality and
their conditions. Although producing saliva constitutes an appropriate response when lemon juice drips onto
the tongue, a person has inappropriately identified when an imagined lemon or the word "lâ€”eâ€”mâ€”oâ€”n"
triggers a salivation response. Two things are interesting to notice in this regard. Second, we strongly believe -
and will undertake to map out explicitly - the relationship between General Semantics as an intellectual
discipline and the development, particularly after the Second World War, of Communication as a discipline.
These metaphors, we would argue, also make central another principal tenet of General Semantics: that all
knowledge and experience is subjective, in the sense that there is a point-of-view, a history, and experience
that is singular to the individual. This revised and broadened general outlook makes necessary profound
revisions in educational methods, requires de-departmentalization of education, etc. Ritter , P. The Semantic
Environment The Language or Semantic Environment are the verbalizations of others, movies, radio,
television, etc. First, assumptions come from prior knowledge and are not equivalent to experience. These
principles in turn led to a general consciousness of abstracting as the necessary basis for the achievement of
socio-cultural maturity. Bridgman , G. Perhaps most importantly, applications have been made in the methods
and contents of education on every level, from the nursery through college and university.


